Augmented reality of traditional food for nutrition education
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Abstract. This study aims to develop an augmented reality medium of traditional Sundanese food for nutrition education for teenagers. The media designed also consists of values of local wisdom education. The application is named AR Ma’Ugiz. The making of the application starts with story board design, 3D objects of traditional Sundanese food design using blender software and making videos about the making of the food. To make the videos, this paper uses Wondershare Filmora software. In an attempt of making AR Ma’Ugiz compatible to many platform, a Unity 3D is employed. The results of the research show that Augmented Reality designed to introduce traditional Sundanese food to teenagers is interesting and fun for them. In addition, the teenager students have more opportunities to explore the food in terms of the making procedure and nutrition information. Thus, the media used in nutrition education appear to have strengths in introducing values of local wisdom. In the meantime, local wisdom plays an important role in character education which, in this context, enables students to love their culture, including their traditional food.

1 Introduction

Traditional food represents a taste of pleasure, culture, belief, and identity of a certain area. Besides, it is also a symbol of heritage, trademark, and culture [1]. In this era, traditional food gives food quality and variation which becomes an alternative food choice. Studies show that traditional food has positive contribution for health since in terms of composition it has various natural nutrition [2]. For teenagers who seem to be addicted to fast food, traditional food can be a healthier food alternative. Fast food, as proven by research results, has potentials to lead to obesity and malnutrition [3] [4].

In relation to that, nutrition education for teenagers is crucial, particularly for active and healthy lifestyle [5]. Adolescence is an important period for optimum health and development [6]. An intervention program through nutrition education for teenagers need to be integrated among family, school, and government [6]. However, an ideal nutrition education should employ media which consider gender, maternal education, and dietary education aspects which will be influential for nutrition education for teenagers [7]. In this globalization era, one of the best ways in nutrition education for teenagers is through digital education media [5][8][9]

Educative media for teachers should pay attention to such aspects as the users of the media [10], interesting and relevant terms for teenagers i.e. “food hero” [11], balanced needs of nutrition for teenagers [12], and appropriately interesting media for teenagers [7].

A variety of media can be a good tool to convey the messages of “wisdom”, such as single media (pictures, texts), multimedia (a series of texts, pictures, animation), computer-based media, and media combining real world and virtual reality namely Augmented Reality (AR). Augmented Reality (AR) can also be used in culture preservation [13] [14], vocational education [15], early childhood education [16], in laboratories [17], and in contents (knowledge) of education [18]. Thus, AR is considered effective and appropriate to be promoted in nutrition education for teenagers considering their characteristics.

This study aims to develop educative media of nutrition education for teenagers based on local wisdom of traditional Sundanese food utilizing a technology namely Augmented Reality (AR). In this study, the contents of educative media for nutrition education especially in making Sundanese food as an alternative for fast food. The media also contain information on the nutrition of several types of traditional Sundanese food so that teenagers can have adequate understanding and proper knowledge about healthy food they need to consume.

2 Material and method

The educative media utilizing AR to promote local wisdom for teenagers in this study is name “AR Mau’giz Application”. The development of the application consists of several steps including making 3D objects using blender software and making videos through storyboard. Types of food explained in this application are “Burayot” (a Sundanese traditional pancake), “Bandrek” (a Sundanese traditional beverage with...
ginger), and “Lotek” (a Sundanese vegetable salad with peanut sauce), etc.

Videos are made and rendered using Wondershare Filmora software. The videos are about ingredients and processes of making Lotek, Burayot, and Bandrek. The next step is making AR Ma’Ugiz using Unity3D software. This software is selected due to its compatibility and accessibility of many platforms [19]. Prior to the use of Unity3D, SDK extension for Vuforia should have been installed to be able to use Augmented Reality features. SDK Extension itself can be downloaded through Vuforia website (https://developer.vuforia.com/resources/sdk/unity).

Figure 1 shows the flowchart of AR Ma’Ugiz. Users of the application will be asked to fill in usernames and passwords on the LOGIN form (see Figure 22). If the usernames or passwords are incorrect (not in the database), there will be an alert that brings the users back to the LOGIN form. When the login is successful, the camera will be active and able to detect markers in the AR Ma’Ugiz books. The camera will always be active until it detects the markers. After the markers are detected, the application will determine whether they are 3D or videos. The 3D markers will detect and display 3D objects. Meanwhile, when the markers are videos, there will be a video player equipped with play, pause, stop, and exit buttons. The camera will be automatically inactive when the video players is running.

3 Results and discussion

The development of educative media of nutrition education for teenagers is designed in a form of a book. The book, namely AR Ma’UGiz, helps its users to learn about traditional Sundanese food by scanning the food through AR Ma’Ugiz. The book of AR Ma’Ugiz itself using Adobe Illustrator application.

The book consists of cover and such topics as traditional Sundanese food, snacks, measured food, Sundanese traditional drink, Lotek, Burayot, and Bandrek. In the page(s) of measured food, there are several pictures of traditional Sundanese food functioning as markers for the application. Those markers are pictures made by Vuforia SKD application so that they can be detected by AR Ma’Ugiz. One of the strengths of markers made by Vuforia SKD is that they are not monochrome so that AR Ma’Ugiz can easily recognize them. For the images to be able to be used as markers, those images should be uploaded as target managers to database provided by Vuforia. The target manager can be accessed at https://developer.vuforia.com/target-manager and downloaded using “*.unitypackage” format.
AR Ma’Ugiz application and book have been designed. Figure 3 shows the results of the trial of the application on the measured food page (Figure 3a). Meanwhile, names of the traditional Sundanese food will be shown on the application (Figure 3b).

Fig. 3. The use of AR Ma’Ugiz on the measure food page on the book.

Figure 4 depicts the example of markers scanning results for videos. The markers on the book (Figure 4a) are identified by the application as markers to reveal a video player showing the procedure of making Lotek and nutrition information of it (Figure 4b).

Fig. 4. Scanning results by AR Ma’Ugiz application for video markers.

Figure 5 shows scanning results of markers for 3D objects. The markers on the book (Figure 5a) are recognized by the application as markers that show a video player running the making of lotek and explaining nutrition information of it (Figure 4b).

Fig. 5. Scanning Results by AR Ma’Ugiz application for 3D objects markers.

The function of AR Ma’Ugiz application using black box technique is to test the functions of features on the application. The test is done through five steps/ aspects. Based on the results of the test, it can be concluded that every feature on the application runs well.

The first aspect is related to the installation of APK files in a sense whether there is proper installation on Android-based smartphones. The second aspect of test is whether the application is opened well. The third aspect is related to the login form. To check whether it is running well or not, one of the ways is that unregistered accounts will be brought back to the login form when they try to login, while registered ones can directly access the camera to detect markers. The fourth aspect is related to marker detection; the results of the test show the 3D objects or a video player when it is installed properly. The last aspect is related to buttons on the video player (exit, play, pause, and stop). The good results of the test should perform each button as designed.

After the five aforementioned aspects of test, there needs to be a next test related to the time response when the application is run. This is necessary since the number of 3D objects to show is relatively high. The test is done to find out the specification of minimum devices able to run AR Ma’Ugiz. Thus, the test is done on three devices with different specification. Those three devices use at least Android v4.2, since AR Ma’Ugiz uses minimum API level of Android 4.2 (Jelly Bean). The results show that a device should have at least RAM 2GB and Quad-core 1.2 GHz processor to be able to run the application. In other words, devices with that specification or above are able to run it well.

4 Conclusions

It has been proven that AR Ma’Ugiz is interesting as well as fun for teenagers in promoting nutrition education and local wisdom education. The application is also user-friendly since Android smartphones, the device in which the application is run, are owned by most of teenagers in Indonesia. It has also been shown that presenting videos of the procedure making and nutrition information of a certain type of food is the most favorite feature of the application. This fact is in line with a number of students which agree that in this era, the use of media should follow the students’ needs and interests at the same time.

It is expected that Augmented Reality – Based Media be used in other topics and other subjects since it is easily designed and easily used. It is also expected that AR be used in other levels of schooling so that students in every grade learn things in a fun way.
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